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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

FROM THE
FMA DESK

FMA was established to support
finance students who are driven by
a relentless pursuit of knowledge,
determination and teamwork.
It’s this spirit that inspires all involved to challenge ourselves and grow every day.
It motivates us to pursue status-quo-changing ideas, methods and roadmaps. It
pushes us to aim for greater success, no matter how tough the road gets. And it unites
all members, past and present, to seek success together, as FMA students, alumni,
associates and supporters.
Our organization has now completed its third year. With each graduation, I along with
the FMA underclassmen, watch with great admiration and anticipation as those who have
worked hard to establish this organization move on to the next chapter of their lives.
We have made incredible progress in membership quality, training, education,
networking and overall preparation of our student members. As we build on this
foundation, we are driven by an even greater vision – one that can only be accomplished
with a purposeful and engaged support network. Long range goals include:
• The establishment of an investment lab/lounge for all FMA and ASIF members, to
encourage quantitative research, case competition participation, hands on training
and comradery
• The establishment of an FMA Advisory Board comprised of leaders in finance and academia
• A n established annual Financial Leadership Summit to educate finance students and
welcome back our alumni and supporters
• A digital networking community to support all current FMA students and alumni
And we can get back to work on all of that…right after I get this first FMA Annual
Report out…
Finance Rocks!
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT KRISTA ALEXON

A Year
of Growth

We’ve taken incredible strides over the last three years;
I’m thrilled with the milestones that we reached during my
senior year. Our 2017 graduating senior class had an average
starting salary of $75,000 dollars with a combined total
$1.425 million spread across our 19 seniors. Some of our key
accomplishments for the academic year were:
1.	100% full time job placement for 19 seniors
2.	100% internship placement for 20 juniors
3.	17 sophomore and freshmen finance related internships
4.	13 sophomore and freshmen leadership program
invitations
5.	Advocated for funding and established the first annual
FMA Student Leadership NYC trip

6.	Held Training the Street- Excel Shortcuts, Valuation and
Financial Statement Analysis Boot Camp for members
7.	Purchased Wall Street Prep licenses in bulk to sell at an
80% discount to members
8.	Achieved Bloomberg Certification for all new members
9.	Engaged in 4 corporate visits: Delta, Regions Securities,
Duff and Phelps, STRH
10.	Competed in 4 case competitions
11.	Established Peer to Peer Mentor Program
12.	Hosted LinkedIn and resume workshops for all members,
including professional pictures
FMA was critically instrumental in my career path and
preparation. This year was an amazing one of growth.
Beyond our organization, it has been a pleasure watching the
finance department grow over the past two years. I, along
with other FMA executive members, took part in curriculum
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FMA 2016-2017 President Krista Alexon joined FMA
during the spring of her sophomore year (FMA
inaugural year). Krista was selected to participate in the
Wells Fargo Sophomore Leadership Conference in her
first semester with FMA. That event led to a commercial
banking summer internship in NYC. Following her
junior year, Krista interned in San Francisco in Wells
Fargo’s Clean-Tech division. She accepted a full time
offer with Wells Fargo in Atlanta in the Corporate
Banking - Technology Media and Telecom Group.

meetings this year with the finance department in an effort
to align department goals with student needs. I would like to
thank the department for supporting FMA; this organization
has not only helped me secure a full time offer with a lead
multi-national bank, but has also given me opportunities and
experiences that prepared me for the real world. Thank you
all for playing such a meaningful role during my time here at
Auburn - I can’t wait to see what’s in store next year!

First off, a big thank you to the 2016/2017 executive officers
and seniors. This past year was a momentous year for FMA;
enough cannot be said about how far the previous student
leaders advanced our organization. Looking ahead, we are
excited about the events and programming for the upcoming
year - including the inaugural FMA Financial Leadership
Summit and Tailgate and the second annual FMA career
development New York Trip. In addition, we are planning for
a larger FMA Meet and Greet to be held at the Alumni Center
that will welcome back many of our alumni (as recruiters).

Jordan is a senior majoring in Mechanical Engineering
with minors in Finance and Business. Initially
determined to pursue engineering professionally, he
decided to switch career paths after an engineering
internship with ExxonMobil in Houston, TX. Following
information sessions with investment bankers and
conversations with Tracy, Jordan decided to pursue
investment banking and was able to cold-email his way
into several super-days for Energy IB offices in Houston.
Following recruiting trips and receiving guidance from
FMA alumni along the way, he accepted a summer
analyst position with Moelis in their Houston office.

For 2017-2018, FMA Exec is focused on measures to enhance
student development, improve operational efficiency and
actively grow and sustain relationships with our alumni.
We plan to build on the purposeful platform that has
been established thus far by adding a second Training the
Street Excel modeling boot camp and strongly encouraging
individual self-study and immersion through participation
in the Wall Street Prep curriculum. We are focused on
providing our members with the fundamentals necessary to
succeed from the internship interview to full time placement
in the workplace. During this past year’s FMA New York trip,
eleven students were able to network with prominent alumni
in the banking, hedge fund, private equity and private wealth
industries. Many contacts made on this trip have continued
to be a resource to our students since. This year, we plan to
build off of those initial connections and meet with alumni
at Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, Fortress Investment Group,
and many other financial institutions.
The progress that FMA has made in the past three years is
nothing short of amazing. This has been largely due to the
vested leadership and ownership exhibited by our student
members and alumni who truly believe in its mission. FMA
is now a recognizable name to faculty and administrators
alike. Thank you to all of the FMA alumni who continue to
give back – financially and as a resource to members – as we
connect Auburn students with great opportunities in the
finance world.

INCOMING PRESIDENT JORDAN CARR

Looks to Next Year
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WHO ARE WE?
We are Auburn students who pressed
for an organization that could identify
top talent and provide focused
preparation for a career in finance.

FMA Graduation Party 2017

We are a growing base of involved alumni that
continue to give back, both financially and as mentors
and advisors from inside the corporate world.
8 FMA 2017 MAGAZINE

We are involved ambassadors that continuously
push for resources and training. We are a morning
mock interview, an afternoon happy hour and a late
night in the Bloomberg room. We are a source of
honest feedback, a study partner, a mentor.
FMA Graduation Party 2015

We are a group of dedicated students who want the
best opportunities for ourselves and our fellow members.
FMA Graduation Party 2016

WE ARE FMA.
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What we’re up to...
Events and Engagement
CFA Annual Forecast Dinner – table
sponsored by John Bright
FMA Student Leadership Conference, NYC
Regions Private Reception for FMA
Members – Hotel Conference Center
FMA Meet and Greet: Delta, Deloitte,
Georgia Pacific, Fenwick Brands,
Regions Bank
AU Alumni panel and open discussion
with guests Chris Baker (Accenture
-retired), Fred Blatchford (Proctor and
Gamble) and Biff Woodruff (STRH)

Corporate Headquarter Visits:
Delta Corporate - Atlanta, GA
Duff & Phelps - Atlanta, GA
Regions Securities – Atlanta, GA
SunTrust Robinson Humphrey - Atlanta, GA
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FMA On-Campus
Presentations:
American Airlines
BBVA
Reliance Financial Group
Regions Capital Markets
STRH
Bright Investments
Fenwick Brands
Highland Capital
Training
Training the Street Boot Camp
LinkedIn and Resume Workshops
Peer to Peer Mentor Program

Focus Group Luncheons
Frank Dombroski, CEO FlexWage
Chris Andersen – longtime Wall
Street investment banker and
entrepreneur

Team Building
FMA Bowling Night
New Member Social at AU Hotel and
Conference Center
FMA Christmas Party
Annual Grad Party
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A LOOK AT OUR STUDENTS

Zach Spencer is a
senior majoring in
finance.
As a freshman, Zach decided to apply for
membership to FMA in its first recruiting
season “It was great,” says Spencer, “I was
the only freshman in the inaugural class
and wasn’t sure what area of finance I
wanted to pursue or how to begin preparing
for my future. FMA was instrumental in
all aspects of my growth, from creating an
impactful cover letter to preparing
for investment banking interviews.
Membership also provided talented peer
mentors and opportunities to compete
in case competitions.” Zach will continue
serving as an executive member of FMA
in his senior year while also filling the
role as president of the Auburn Student
Investment Fund (ASIF).

ZACH
SPENCER
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This summer, Zach will intern at SunTrust
Robinson Humphrey (STRH) as a Portfolio
Management Summer Analyst. Spencer
will support analysts in cash flow analyses
and underwriting credits for STRH clients.
Zach intends to work hard and learn as
much as he can by utilizing the skills he
has acquired: “I hope to gain a deeper
understanding of financial modeling and
the underwriting process through my
experience this summer.”
Zach is looking forward to the continued
growth of FMA. “I’m excited to see
FMA develop as more talented students
are drawn to the organization and our
members continue to land impressive
spots in the industry. I can only imagine
what we will accomplish.”

A LOOK AT OUR STUDENTS

Kathleen Leavitt’s
outgoing personality
and passion for
financial markets have
driven her to pursue an
undergraduate finance
degree at Auburn
University.

KATHLEEN
LEAVITT

As a rising senior, Kathleen serves on
our executive board as the Director
of New Member Development and on
the Disciplinary Committee of the
Alabama Gamma chapter of the Pi Beta
Phi Fraternity. Kathleen has accepted
a summer internship Wells Fargo in
Charlotte, NC in the Government and
Institutional Banking division as a Credit
Analyst. In her free time, Kathleen likes
to kayak, ski, and read. You can be sure to
catch her outside exploring or in front of a
Bloomberg Terminal.
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A LOOK AT OUR STUDENTS

Jimmy Brewster is a
freshman studying
finance from Atlanta,
Georgia.
He bleeds orange and blue, and Auburn is in
his genes. Brewster’s father and his sister both
attended school on the plains and passed that
passion on to Jimmy at a young age. Jimmy
was proactive and driven from the time
he first set foot on campus. The freshman
began his involvement with the Harbert
College of Business by joining the Auburn
Student Investment Fund (ASIF) during
his first semester. The natural interaction
between ASIF and FMA introduced Brewster
to the Financial Management Association,
which he was invited to join in December of
2016. Shortly after his introduction to the
organization, Jimmy discovered his interest in
investment banking. FMA provided Jimmy the
guidance and direction that will enable him to
pursue his intended career path in this field.

JIMMY
BREWSTER
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Brewster hit the ground running and started
working to position himself for a career in
this incredibly competitive field. During his
freshman year, Jimmy clocked in over 80
hours on Wall Street Prep (a series of online
financial industry and modeling courses) to
gain a fundamental understanding of the work
required in the field. But Jimmy didn’t stop
there; he began setting up weekly networking
calls with industry professionals across the
country. The networking paid off - Jimmy
got an internship offer to work in Atlanta
this summer with an asset management firm
called Angel Oak Capital Advisors.
Jimmy’s passion for this career path and
inveterate work ethic make him a stand
out member of FMA. Keep an eye out for
this one…we expect Jimmy to achieve big
things while he is here at Auburn and look
forward to watching him succeed and help
younger members along the way.

A LOOK AT OUR STUDENTS

Samantha Gee is a
freshman at Auburn
University who joined
us from Carlsbad,
California.
In addition to her passion for finance,
Samantha loves classic cars and restoration.
She grew up attending several of her
dad’s car races and spent a lot of time by
his side in the garage. To Gee, Auburn
represented a new and exciting change
from her hometown. The culture, people,
and of course, the football, have all added
to her love of Auburn. Samantha discovered
her interest in finance her senior year of
high school when she began competing
in business competitions. As a freshman
at Auburn, Sam sought out opportunities
to immerse herself in the college and her
chosen field - including Auburn’s Financial
Management Association and Alpha Kappa
Psi, a business fraternity. Determined
to gain experience as soon as possible,
Samantha applied for the American Airlines
Revenue Management Mentor Program.
The California native was the only AU
freshman accepted to the program, which
will allow Samantha to work with American
Airlines corporate mentors to develop her
financial and analytical skills. Samantha
loves the changes and opportunities that
Auburn has brought her, and is looking
forward to new challenges and learning
opportunities her sophomore year.

SAMANTHA
GEE
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A LOOK AT OUR STUDENTS

Abhi Gulati is a
sophomore majoring in
Software Engineering
with a minor in Finance.
He was born in India, but has lived in the
small town of Prattville, Alabama nearly
his entire life. Abhi challenges himself to
intentionally step outside of his comfort zone
and try new things. In high school, he was
a two-sport varsity athlete in cross country
and tennis, a leader in Speech & Debate, and a
transformative SGA president, harnessing the
collective power of the student body to alleviate
supply shortages in the poorest per-capita
school district in Alabama. At Auburn, his
desire to expand his horizons led him to join
the Financial Management Association, where
he discovered a passion (and minor) for finance.
Since coming to Auburn, Abhi has taken
full advantage of all opportunities and
connections. In April, he attended the
competitive Procter and Gamble Freshman
Leadership Forum in Cincinnati, where he
joined 80 students from top universities
across the nation in getting direct
experience performing consumer and
market analysis while networking with
top executives. Additionally, has become a
Balfour Ring Ambassador, a paid position
tasked with marketing and being the
link between the University and Balfour,
the company that supplies class rings.
Furthermore, this go-getter recently landed
a position on SGA’s coveted Lobby Board,
a team tasked with lobbying governments
to increase higher education funding and
increasing student involvement on campus.
Abhi’s well-roundedness, desire to learn,
and work ethic make him a uniquely
impactful member of FMA, and we can’t
wait to see his future unfold.
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ABHI
GULATI

A LOOK AT OUR STUDENTS

JACKSON
SPEAKS
Funnel
Jackson Speaks, a
sophomore finance
student, is the owner and
founder of Funnel, LLC.
Funnel is an app that combines all of a
user’s social media networks into one
location - making it easier for individuals to
view all of their friends’ social media posts.
Speaks came up with the idea his freshman
year; while at orientation, he noticed how
people were connecting with each other on
a variety of social media platforms through
different apps. Seeking to streamline the
use of the individual apps, his idea for
Funnel was born. Currently, Speaks and his
business partner have raised $90,000 in
funding, hired employees, and orchestrated
Funnel’s app store launch. Jackson says the
biggest challenge going forward is keeping
up with the trends and talent within the
field of mobile development. What’s next for
Jackson the entrepreneur? Initiating a series
A funding found for additional development
and marketing initiatives of Funnel.

What is Funnel?
Unlike any other app, Funnel has everything you love about social media all
in one place.
Never miss your friendsʼ posts again. Instead of jumping from Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram feeds, you can see all of their posts in one Story.

Getting Started

Simple

Jackson Speaks and Haven Barnes created
Funnel in 2016 to help simplify the way people
use social media. Allowing users to connect
and socialize easier not only online, but offline
as well.

Simple is who we are and what we strive to
provide to the user everyday. Simplicity is what
makes our lives easier and gives us the
freedom to do what we love more. With so
much chaos in the world and social media not
going away anytime soon, we decided to just
simplify it.

By bringing all of the posts into one place the
users are able to see friends posts easier than
ever.
Say goodbye to the days of constantly
scrolling through unwanted posts. For the first
time ever, users are able to simplfy the process
of social media.

Making the experience more user friendly.
Creating a better environment for all different
types of people.

Stories

Discover

Profile

Stories is a feature that you
may be comfortable using.
Unlike other platformsʼ story
features, Funnelʼs stories
consist of your friendsʼ
Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter activity from the past
24 hours.

Discover allows people to
connect with others who are
around them with bluetooth.
Instantly exchange multiple
phone numbers, emails, and
funnel profiles all within
seconds.

The Profile tab within
Funnel allows you to
make your true social
profile with your latest
instagrams, tweets,
snapchat username, and
so much more.
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Auburn FMA Duff & Phelps team
at DP headquarters. If you want
to become a competitive finance
student, you have to supplement
your classwork with additional
experiences and education. These
students did just that.

Are we
competitive?
Absolutely!
FMA strives to provide real world training
opportunities for its members that extend
beyond the classroom. As part of this
effort, 15 FMA students participated in 6
different business case competitions this
year: e-Fest Student Entrepreneurship
Competition, Duff & Phelps YOUniversity
Deal Challenge, Upgrade Capital Quant
Competition, SEC MBA Competition,
Fidelity Investments ETF Global Portfolio
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Challenge and the Southeastern Hedge
Fund Competition.

The Duff & Phelps YOUniversity Deal
Challenge engages teams of college
students from around the world to hone
a broad range of skills, including mergers
and acquisitions advisory, transaction
opinions, transfer pricing, dispute
consulting and valuation advisory. This

year’s deal challenge was to: 1) estimate
the Fair Market Value of Home Box Office
(HBO), 2) present potential buyers for
HBO; and 3) create a methodology for
how HBO could calculate damages related
to the millions of people who illegally
download Game of Thrones. In our first
year of participating in the competition,
the Auburn FMA team placed 4th.

Chris Maurice, an FMA junior, and
Justin Poiroux have a combined nine
years of digital currency and bitcoin
experience between them. Three years
ago, they decided to get into bitcoin
exchange, and after proving out their
concept of instant, cash transactions,
they set out to bring the solution
worldwide. They researched regions of
the world where cash still dominants
the market transactions, leading them
to the cash-based countries in Africa
and the Middle East.
They discovered that bitcoin has
the most to offer people in these
countries, allowing them to secure
their money in an unstable economy
and protect their assets from corrupt
governments. Additionally, over 70
percent of people in Sub-Saharan
Africa don’t have access to banks
and basic financial services and live
completely off cash. They also found
that current solutions in the region
didn’t properly address the needs of
such a cash-dominated society.

The e-Fest Entrepreneurship
Competition is the largest
undergraduates-only business plan
competition. The 25 team finalists
were chosen from a pool of more
than 160 teams from 81 schools that
submitted their business ideas. FMA
member Chris Maurice and his
business partner, Justin Poiroux,
placed 3rd in the competition and
brought home $25,000 that will
serve as additional funding for their
company, Yellow Card Financial.

So, Chris and Justin set out to
provide instant, cash access to
bitcoin and digital assets through
the Yellow Gift Card and PINs. They
partnered with a network of 110,000
retail locations and merchants in
Sub-Saharan Africa and the MENA
region to provide sweeping access
to basic financial services across 27
countries and territories: Yellow Card
allows citizens of these countries to
exchange their local currency into
digital currency instantly.
Chris and Justin plan to launch their
Yellow Gift Card and PIN solutions in
the African and Middle Eastern markets
by the end of 2017 and expand into
the Americas and Europe by Q2 2018.
Their long-term goal is to bring access
to the global economy to everyone,
everywhere, in every currency.
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Daniel Robinson was part
of a graduate team that
represented Auburn University
in the annual SEC MBA Case
Competition in Gainesville,
Florida. The team came in
third place, and Daniel was
presented with the individual
overall “Best Presenter”
award. The competition,
sponsored by Nationwide
Insurance, is designed to
showcase students’ financial
and strategic decision-making
skills through solving a realworld business problem.
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SHANE
MULQUEEN

Shane has always been heavily involved in FMA,
even holding an Exec position for his last year.
Unbeknownst to his fellow members, Shane has
also been a member of the Auburn Sailing Club
where he has competed in Regattas across the
Southeast at schools including the College of
Charleston, Georgia Tech and Eckerd College.
Originally an Electrical Engineering and Finance
double major, Shane began college interested in
doing something in the software industry. However,
Shane decided halfway through his Junior Year he
was “more interested in doing something analytical
and quantitative”, so he made the decision to stick
strictly to finance. He also “enjoys the business
people more” which he says was another big factor
when deciding to switch majors.
After switching his major from engineering to
finance, Shane began to do a lot of independent
research in factor-based risk models. He started
by doing the Upgrade Capital Quant Competition
which he stayed heavily involved in throughout
his time at Auburn. Upgrade Capital conducted
an in-depth assessment of the trading histories
for participating students in the competition and
chose Shane as the first place winner in the Fall
2016 Trading Competition. Shane generated a
Risk Adjusted Alpha of +2.49 by closely following
the media to identify attractive investment
opportunities and staying very careful about
position sizing - even if it meant keeping much
of his portfolio in cash. Shane was also in the top
1% of over 1,200 students in Upgrade Capital’s
Financial Coding Program.
Shane said FMA has meant so much to him
because: “It is great to be surrounded with
people who care about their future and have the
ambition to do what it takes to ensure their future
is successful”. He appreciates everything FMA
has done for him and wants to leave his fellow
members with a piece of advice: “Start young.
Don’t be afraid to change your mind. But most
importantly, don’t expect classes to be enough.”
Shane graduated in December of 2016 and
accepted a job as a Junior Trader with Flow
Traders where he will be taking six months in
Amsterdam to complete his training before
heading to New York.
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AWARDS AND
SCHOLARSHIPS
Lauren Spiwak
Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP Annual
Scholarship
Bailey Sullivan
Plainsman Prestigious Scholarship
Abhi Gulati
Spirit of Auburn Presidential Scholarship
Emily Kravec
J. W. Triplett Memorial Endowed
Scholarship, Kench Lee Lott, Jr.
Endowed Scholarship
Jack Raines
Suntrust Banks Inc. Endowed Scholarship
Sam Schuessler
HCOB Summer Internship Scholarship
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Abby Jardine
Edward & Catherine K. Lowder
Endowed Scholarship, Sloan Y.
Bashinsky, Sr. Endowed Scholarship
Brady Johnson
Region’s Bank Endowment, Robert
Talmage ‘50 Memorial Scholarship
Joseph McCormick
Norvelle L \Gus\” Smith Endowed
Scholarship”
Trent Baggerly
Benjamin G. McDaniel Presidential
Endowed Scholarship
Tyler Fraebel
Alabama Young Banker’s Endowed
Scholarship

Ben Yost Davidson
Family Endowed Scholarship, National
Merit Presidential Scholarship
Joe Patching
SEC H.Boyd McWhorter Scholarship,
Cliff Hare Award, Regions Bank
Scholarship
Zach Spencer HCOB Summer
Internship Scholarship
Matthew Hultstrand Guiles E.
Maxwell, Jr. and Jean Fields Maxwell
Endowed Scholarship, John Edward
Wiatt Fund for Excellence
Jason McKinley
FMA National Student Fellowship
John Tapp
Edward & Catherine K. Lowder
Endowed Scholarship

AWARDS & SCHOLARSHIPS

Jason McKinley
is the CEO of Arc
Technologies Group, a
Business Information
Technology and
Management
Consulting firm located
in Auburn, AL.
He and his firm service clients in many
sectors, industries, and sizes. Originally
from the Atlanta area, Jason started Arc
Technologies Group as a freshman at
Auburn in December of 2013. The firm
started out working on personal computer
repairs and network troubleshooting but
quickly shifted to business clients. The
firm currently offers services focused
on wireless networking, web design,
and IT infrastructure implementations.
Jason serves as the Managing Director
of Technology Solutions for FMA and is
responsible for creating the organization’s
website and digitizing all of our data. For
the 2016-2017 academic year, Jason was
nominated for and named as an FMA
Collegiate Fellow for his work with Auburn’s
FMA Chapter. This prestigious award was
given to six members chosen from 175 FMA
organizations across the world.
After graduating in May of 2017 with
his BSBA in Management Information
Systems, Jason plans to join AutoValPro
as the lead IT Systems Architect and
Engineer. AutoValPro serves enterprise
level clients such as Pfizer Global Supply, a
division of Pfizer Pharmaceuticals.

JASON
McKINLEY
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AWARDS & SCHOLARSHIPS
BY JEFF SHEARER
AUBURNTIGERS.COM

For the first time in a
decade, Joe Patching’s
daily routine does not
include time in the pool.
“I moved to boarding school when I was
12, and probably since then I haven’t
had more than two or three weeks off
swimming at a time,” said Patching,
who earned 16 All-America honors and
51 individual dual meet victories in
his Auburn swimming career. “That’s
probably the longest holiday I’ve ever had
in 10 or 11 years.”
Patching has not officially retired from
swimming, not with an alumni meet coming
up next month.
“I’ve dipped my toe in a couple times,
making sure I’m fit for that,” Patching said,
hinting at his competitiveness. “If any of
the new freshmen want to have a race, we
can see what we can do about that.”
A risk advisory consultant for Deloitte in
Atlanta, Patching graduated magna cum
laude in finance in May from Auburn’s
Raymond J. Harbert College of Business.
Patching returns to the Plains Saturday
to receive the Cliff Hare Award, given
annually to a senior student-athlete for
academic and athletic success as well as
leadership, integrity and courage.

JOE
PATCHING
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“Joe is a great ambassador for Auburn
University and a worthy recipient of this
prestigious award,” Director of Athletics
Jay Jacobs said. “His accomplishments
in the pool had a tremendous impact on
our program while setting an outstanding
example for his teammates and all of our
student-athletes.”
“It’s always an honor to be recognized by
Auburn University, having the history and
tradition it has,” said Patching, who will
be recognized before Saturday’s 6:30 p.m.
football season opener against Georgia

AWARDS & SCHOLARSHIPS
Southern. “To know some of the recipients awesome and huge in his life’s work.”
who have received the Cliff Hare in the
Finance professor Tracy Richard, who
past, I was kind of blown away when I was
directs the Harbert College’s Financial
told I could receive that.
Management Association honor society,
“It will be very nice to see friends and see provided Patching with career guidance.
my Auburn family again, see my coaches
“The distinctive qualities that set Joe apart
and teammates and celebrate with them
are his drive and ubiquitous vision,” Richard
one more time.”
said. “He demanded no less of himself in the
Patching, from Ascot, England, plans to
classroom than he did in the pool.
work for at least two years before using
“Joe recognized the importance of
the NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship he
purposefully defining his future and
received this summer to pursue an MBA.
applied the same high standards to his
Dr. Paul Harris, associate director
career prep playbook. He did it all with
for the University Honors College,
humility and gratitude.”
helped Patching during the scholarship
The skills Patching acquired as an Auburn
application process.
student-athlete have eased his transition
“An engaging scholar, a world class
to the corporate world, he says.
athlete, and a gentle servant,” Harris
“Making sure you’re going above and beyond
said. “His motivation for excelling in
what’s demanded of you to get results and
academics all the while competing at the
top levels of his sport is so extraordinarily achieve your goals,” Patching said. “In my
position, there’s a lot of teamwork, a lot of
strong, his promise so unparalleled that
interacting with different people. I’m client
I feel confident in predicting that Joe
facing so there are a lot of new faces every
Patching will accomplish something

day and it’s about adapting to a new team,
adapting to new environments.”
After the crowd applauds and Patching
smiles for a picture Saturday night, he will
leave Pat Dye Field, taking with him the
lessons learned and memories made over
the past four years.
“Really trying to use everything I’ve
learned throughout my Auburn career
to give back to the wider community as I
move forward in life,” Patching said. “Also,
keeping in mind that I’m always part of the
Auburn family, and trying to contribute
back to them as much as I can.”
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FMA NYC TRIP
26 FMA 2017 MAGAZINE

FMA executives’ trip
to NYC for the Annual
Leadership Conference
was a great success.

Students got to tour the New York Stock Exchange and meet
and network with alums working in NYC. We even managed
to be on the floor for J. Jill›s IPO. A big thank you to Auburn
alum John Roth, who hosted us for lunch in the amazing
Bank of America building and offered up advice and feedback.
We are also grateful to Steven Aldridge for joining us and
providing critical insight into landing an IB job on Wall
Street. Congratulations goes out to our FMA Quiz Bowl Team
– Krista Alexon, Jordan Carr and Zach Spencer- who landed
us a 3rd place ranking...if only for a day. Finally, thank you to
all of the student members who have worked to push for this
trip and to those of you who have helped raise money to fund
it. The experience was educational and impactful for all.
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American Airlines - Dallas
Lucy Anne Link
Jake Rudesill
Darby Steinberger
Arlington Capital - Birmingham
Wood Nesbitt
Angel Oak Capital Advisors - Atlanta
Jimmy Brewster – intern
AutoValPro - Auburn
Jason McKinley
BBVA - Birmingham
Austin Howard
Sam Schuessler - intern
Benchmark Wealth Management
Hall Ballinger
Crestmark Bank - Nashville
Matt Hultstrand - intern
Deloitte Advisory - Atlanta
Kelly Morris
Joe Patching
Delta Airlines - Atlanta
Trey Manning
Ernst & Young - New York City
Brooke Brennan
Exxon Mobil - Houston
Judson Smith - intern
Fenwick Brands - Birmingham
Emily Kravec - intern
Flow Traders - New York City
Shane Mulqueen
Georgia Pacific - Atlanta
Amber Arthur
Glen Becker - intern
JP Morgan - Los Angeles
Timothy Strader - intern
Morgan Stanley - Atlanta
Peyton Good - intern
Moelis & Co. - Houston
Jordan Carr - intern
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WHERE
ARE WE
GOING
NOW?

MUFG Securities - New York City
Kathleen Leavitt - intern
Private Bank - Chicago
Chris Costello - intern
Protective Life - Birmingham
Joseph McCormick - intern
PwC - New York City
James Pinkleton
Regions Financial Corp.
David Alderman - Securities
David Bucko - Securities intern
William Cole - Securities intern
Katie Grunder - Corp intern
Daniel Robinson – Private Wealth intern
John Tapp - ABL intern
Reliance Financial Group -Birmingham
Matthew Harris
Shell Corporation - Houston
Lauren Spiwak - intern
Southwest Airlines - Dallas
Timothy Strader  - intern
State Auto Claims - Cincinnati
Katy Bodet - intern
SunTrust - Atlanta
Kathryn Kaish - Wholesale
Andrew May - STRH
Madison Langman - STRH intern
Carlie Phillips - Risk
Rushton Scott - STRH
Zach Spencer - STRH intern
UPS - Atlanta
Natalie Cizek
Wells Fargo
Krista Alexon Atlanta
Kate Bagley - intern - Houston
Ben Echols Charlotte
Annie Gigliotti - intern - Austin
Abby Jardine - intern - Houston
Bailey Sullivan -intern New York City
Haley Walraven New York City
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

by Joseph McAdory

DR. ALBERT WANG

in corporate investment banking.”
Wang, a devoted family man who lives
in Columbus, Ga., and has fallen in love
with American football, said he’s added
“challenging, tough topics” into the
financial modeling classroom geared
toward preparing FMA students for what
they will see on the job.

A top manager asks a potential
employee, “Do you have experience
doing equity analyses? Do you know
how to do valuations? If I give you
some spreadsheets from a company’s
reported accounting, will you be able to
crunch these numbers and tell me if this
company is worth investing in?”
to Harbert College from Alabama in 2016,
and immediately taught a pilot financial
modeling class for FMA students. “Though
some might not have heard about the new
material that I am talking about in class,
they were not shy to ask questions. They
That’s why bringing Wang, an educator with
always come to me for extra help. I’m
a strong skill set in technology, statistics,
pushing a lot of stuff in a short period, so
and mastery of Excel modeling, into the
the class has become very intensive. These
classrooms of Financial Management
students love to learn.” The respect goes
Association students was so important.
both ways, FMA students have referred
For the past year, Wang has provided Excel
to Wang as their “Tiger Dad.” As Andrew
modeling skills through his financial modeling
May, an FMA senior, puts it: “Dr. Wang
class, which feature today’s necessary
does a great job of pushing his students
business tools, including capital budgeting,
to learn holistic financial modeling
variations and portfolio optimization.
while ensuring we know the conceptual
“Auburn’s FMA students are very eager to framework behind our models. The class
learn the new stuff,” said Wang, who came provided critical preparation for my career
“This is a necessary skill set for anyone
who wants to work in the financial
industry,” said Albert Wang, Associate
Professor in Finance at the Harbert College
of Business. “Top managers expect this.”
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“From the modeling perspective, a lot of
times when you are working for a mutual
fund or a security company, they will ask you
to do a fundamental analysis on a company
and figure out if it is a good company to
buy,” he said. “They need to find the value
of a company. You look on a spreadsheet
with all of the accounting information – the
public information of a firm – and you figure
out what you think the company is worth
by looking at what the company is making
today and what you project the company will
make in the future.’
Decision-making has become more
complicated, Wang said, as more and more
processes and analyses are involved when
projecting a company’s worth. That’s
why mastering an Excel spreadsheet and
having a broad knowledge of modeling
skills can “dramatically reduce the
complexity and help make the decisionmaking easier and quicker,” Wang said.
Though Wang has been at Auburn for just
one year, he considers his work with FMA
students “a unique experience.”
“They are very eager to learn,” he said.
“If I tell them that their class work is
going to help them with their career, they
will do it. Because they are hard-working
and willing to spend time to learn – it’s
amazing. A majority of the students
will know the material very well by the
end of the semester and when they get
internships – they will perform very well.”

STEWARDSHIP

To our FMA alumnae who gave generously in 2016:

We want to
thank you.
Thank you for showing your commitment
to the FMA. The additional training,
programming and opportunities afforded our
student members could not be done without
our amazing alumni. We are especially
grateful to those alums that not only gave
financially, but also reached out to help our
members with mentoring and recruitment.
Our graduates in the field have been critically
instrumental in the growth and recruitment
of our current members.

FMA Executive Sponsors
We would like to thank our executive donors, Chris Baker and John Bright,
who have invested not only monetarily, but also of their time. These gentlemen
believe in our mission to support motivated students with the tools that they
need to reach their full potential.

Alumni Sponsors
We raised $650 in the 2016-2017
academic year and used the
funds to help offset some of the
Training the Street expenses for
our members. Your donations
helped to make these training
sessions more affordable for our
students. This training helps
to set our members apart from
other applicants in the field.
Chad Caudle ’16
Caroline Clothiaux ’16
Sean Conley ’16
Ben Purinton ’16
Corbin Tips ’16
Peter Lund ’15
Blake Martin ’15
Kaitlyn O’ Connor ’15
Neil Kinebrew ’15
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